iMouse W2

Antimicrobial Waterproof Touch Scroll Mouse

■ Product Overview

The Adesso® iMouse W2 Waterproof Anti-Microbial
mouse is the ideal pointing device for the industrial,
medical and maritime industries because it is 100% waterproof and offers unique washing capabilities to eliminate germs and bacteria. The soft touch offers comfort
while providing protection from unexpected spills or debris. The mouse provides three scrolling buttons: Up,
Down, and Universal Scroll so you can navigate quickly
or in sections. Finally, the 800 DPI optical sensor technology keeps the device precisely on point and lets you work
on most of glass, wood, marble and leather surfaces without a mouse pad.

■ Anti-Microbial

The anti-microbial silicon material prevents the growth of
harmful bacteria and germs and can be cleaned with soap
and water or disinfectants.

■ Waterproof, Oil Proof and Dust Proof

Sealed with a silicone material overlay, this mouse is
100% waterproof, oil proof and dust proof and can be
cleaned with soap and water or other liquid cleaners.

■ Advanced Touch Scroll Pad

Scroll up and down with the touch of one finger. Replace
your traditional scroll wheel mouse with the advanced
iMouse W2 touch scroll pad.

■ Enhanced Optical Engine

Finally, the optical sensor technology keeps the device
precisely on point and lets you work on most of glass,
wood, marble and leather surfaces without a mouse pad.
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Specifications:
Tracking Method Optical
Interface

USB

Resolution

800 DPI

Switch Lifecycle

8 Million Cycles

Dimension

4.5 x 2.6 x 1.6” (145 x 200 x 41mm)

Weight

0.375 lBS

Colors

Available in Black & White

Requirements:
Device

USB Port

Includes:

Adesso® iMouse W2
Quick Start Guide

Shipping Information
ITEM

UPC CODE

Packed Dims

Pack Weight

QTY/ Carton

iMouse W2

783750006460

5.7 x 7.8 x 1.6”

0.9 Lbs

40

